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As a humble beginning towards empowerment of our student culture through technology
and advancement in the field of culture to create a better tomorrow, BVM Engineering
College organized a techno-cultural fest “Udaan – An Euphoric leap” on 2nd, 3rd & 4th
April,2018. This Techno-cultural Festival provided the students with opportunities to
explore and enhance their Technological and Cultural interest and motivated them to
execute their thoughts in this real world.

UDAAN was inaugurated on 2nd April, 2018 by Dr. Indrajit Patel, Principal, BVM, Dr.
Bhargav Goradiya, Vice President, BVM Central Committee, Prof. B.S. Patel, Vice
President, BVM Central Committee, Prof. Amit Bhavsar, Technical Convener UDAAN and
BVM Central Committee, Prof. Aakar N. Rogheliya, Cultural Convener UDAAN and BVM
Central Committee, Mr. Jatan Patel, General Secretary and Miss. Megha Patel, Ladies
Representative.

UDAAN’18 was a grand success with total number of participants more than 3500. It
comprised of total 62 events out of which 29 were Technical Events, 24 were Non-Technical
Events, 6 Cultural Events, 1 Special Event for Girls and 2 Adventure Events. Udaan crossed
boundaries of BVM by inviting Industry professionals and well-known professors of other
colleges to judge events and to motivate students. Apart from these events UDAAN also
comprised of Fun zone & Food court. An Education Fair and Informative Seminar was
organised during UDAAN with the help of various leading Academies to guide students
about different career options after engineering. Local Newspaper and News channel
appreciated UDAAN in their coverages.

BVM TALKS

Udaan crossed boundaries of BVM by taking a splendid initiative to organize “BVM Talks” on
29th March, 2018 and thereby inviting well-known speakers throughout the nation like
Padma Shri Gennabhai Patel, Ruzan Khambhatta, Rameshwar Bhatt and Avni Sethi, who
shared milestone of their achievements by spreading the horizon of their knowledge and
thereby motivating the students.

RameshwarBhatt’s film “A Sun at Night” has
won first prize in 'Young Award’ at
Film4Climate Competition, Morocco in 13-17
age category. The event had received 860
videos from 155 countries.
He lives his motto “Keep Filmimg”

Ruzan stands apart as a social entrepreneur
in Gujarat. A believer in working at the grass
root level. She’s a woman who always wants
to innovate and experiment – unconstrained
by convention. ”. She has introduced a
technology called PoliceHEART 1091 which
has rescued thousands of women from rape,
molestation, domestic violence, kidnapping.
She was awarded Stree Shakti Women
Business Entrepreneur 2007 and the
Outstanding Woman Professional Award for the year 2004-2005 by Federation of India
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI).

From Sarkari Goliya village of Banaskantha
district, Genabhai - a differently abled farmer
decide to move on to pomegranate from
tobacco. His success story inspired more than
60000 people to plant pomegranate hence
breaking the norm of traditional crops and
farming methods. His efforts have borne fruits
and the district’s pomegranates are exported to
Dubai, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, giving the
farmers excellent returns.

Avni Shethi is dancer , artist by passion and founder of CONFLICTORIUM. The Conflictorium
is a participatory museum that addresses the theme of conflict. Its a cultural center
dedicated to exploring and reconciling the
conflicts. The center aspires to integrate art,
law, history, culture & behavioral sciences to
offer lessons and promote dialogue about the
nature of conflict and the evergreen
possibility of resolution and reconciliation.
Conflictorium is all about the starkness, the
quietness, that will make you introspect about
yourself, your inner feelings towards humanity and its diverse nature and the unfortunate
clashes we live with. She has united over 300 conflicted voices through her museum.

Cultural Nights
The Glory of the Nights was Different. Along with these technical events, UDAAN comprised
of 4 Splendid Nights followed as:

 1st April : “Shubharambh” - GARBA NIGHT
The days showed the intellectual skills of the students whereas the night gave them
a splendid atmosphere for enjoyment. The
different nights of UDAAN 2018 were
started by the Garba night “Shubharambh”,
A traditional garba night where all the
‘khelaiyas’ danced on the beats of garba.
Mr. Manish Patel and team were called for
singing and orchestra. Around 1500
students enjoyed by playing garba. A Mahaarti was also organized in such a way that
all the students could get the opportunity of aarti by providing them earthen lamps.
The “Shubharambh” gave the perfect boost to UDAAN 2018.

 2nd April: “Kurukshetra” - (G. S. v/s L. R.)

“Kurukshetra” the origin of this word is connected back into the Mahabharata and
which in itself means ‘war’, A war between GS and LR, A war of performances
including skit, mime, dance and vocals where the students in both the team got a
platform to showcase their talent in front of everyone, Overall It gives an
opportunity to all the students to come up with creativity and to show them in front
of all.

As from the Mahabharata even the kauravas, pandavas and shri Krishna itself
jumped into the battle because the leader has to create a path on its own to support
his team, similarly here the GS and the LR both jumped into the battle and
showcased their dancing skills.

 3rd April : EDM NIGHT (International artists like DUAL VIBES and OLLY
ESSE were invited to the arena.)
“Electronic Dance and Music (EDM)” night
was a stepped to upgrade towards the
western culture of dance and music. The
world class artists like DJ OLLY ESSE and DJ
DUAL VIBES were invited to perform, the
stage and the lighting arrangements were
in a such a manner that it totally provided
the atmosphere of a professional EDM
event. About 2000 students dance on the
beats of the DJ’s.

 4th April : “KALRAV” - CULTURAL NIGHT (Udaan Awards distribution &
followed by light music and dance)

The annual night of the Udaan 2018 “KALRAV” showed up with the melodious
musical and dance performances by the students of our college, and this was
followed by the RED CARPET AWARDS and award distribution ceremony of the APEX
committee, CORE committee and Training and Placement Cell Coordinators. With
these overwhelming performances, this brings to the end of the Magnificent TechnoCultural festival “UDAAN-2018”.

Annual Day

The 70th Annual Day was organized on 4th April,2018 with the Chief Guest “K.Mannivaran”
and Er. Bhikubhai B Patel, Chairman, Charutar Vidya Mandal. Our Principal Dr I. N. Patel
presented the annual report of BVM for Academic year 2017-18. Thereafter, a Prize
distribution ceremony was organized to declare and award the Merit Prize and Academic
Prize Winners & the Winners in the Sports and Co-Curricular Activities which were organized
at various levels.

An official website of UDAAN was developed as www.udaan18.com which included the
information about organising team and the description of events. Also Mobile Application
for IOS and Android were launched for the same purpose.
This is the continuous Seventh Year of Udaan and like every time Udaan has been achieving
new benchmarks. Now Udaan has been a tradition of BVM and aspirations to make it better
next time are fuel of BVMites. Udaan had been successful in giving wings and direction to
every budding dream of youth.

